Digital Portfolio Response Starters
Critical Thinking

Communication

●

The problem that my group worked to solve was…

●

●

One way that we chose to solve this problem was…

group. I was able to do this by {describe how you shared

●

The way we solved this problem works because...

ideas}...
●

I expressed my ideas in a way that was understood by my

When I disagreed with someone else’s idea, this is how we
fixed the problem…

●

If we presented our task to someone younger than us, then
we would have had to...

Creativity

Collaboration

●

On this task, the work that I am most proud of is...

●

The biggest way that I helped out with this task was...

●

I used imagination on this task by ...

●

I was respectful when I was working with my group. One

●

One thing that I did well was…. and one that was difficult
●

was…
●

way that I was respectful was...

I used feedback from a classmate to make changes in my

My teammates knew that I was listening when we shared
ideas because {what did they see or hear from you}...

task. This helped me improve by...

Digital Portfolio Response Questions for Commenters
Critical Thinking
●

What is one way that you solved the problem?

●

How else could you have solved the problem?

●

What evidence do you have that supports your

Communication
●

How did you get your group to understand your ideas
when you were sharing?

●

solution?

How did your group resolve problems if someone
didn’t agree with an idea?

●

How would you change your presentation for a
different audience? Pick an audience and describe.

Creativity
●

Describe a hard time you had on this task. How did

Collaboration
●

you work through it?
●

How did you use imagination on this task?

●

What would happen if you did not use feedback that
classmates gave you?

●

What changes would you make on this task in the
future if you could do it again?

Describe a time during this task that you showed
respect when working working with your group.

●

Predict what would have happened in your group task
if you did not help with the task.

●

How did you help others during this task?

Digital Portfolio Response Starters and Questions To Consider

●
●
●
●

4Cs “I can…” statements

4Cs Digital Portfolio
Task Reflection Starter

4Cs Digital Portfolio
Commenter Response Questions

Critical Thinking

Critical Thinking

Critical Thinking

I can state what the problem or
question is
I can answer the problem/question
in more than one way
I can explain my thinking/answer
I can prove why my solutions could
work

●

The problem that my group
worked to solve was…

●

One way that we chose to solve

●

The way we solved this problem

●
●
●
●
●

I can create a product
I can listen to others and make
changes based on their feedback
I keep trying even if it is a tricky
problem
I can change my ideas to improve
them
I can create a useful and unique
solution
I can grow from my failures in my
thinking process
I can keep trying

What is one way that you solved
the problem?

●

this problem was…

How else could you have solved
the problem?

●

works because...

Creativity
●
●

●

What evidence do you have that
supports your solution?

Creativity
●
●

On this task, the work that I am

Describe a hard time you had on
this task. How did you work

I used imagination on this task by

through it?
●

One thing that I did well was….
and one that was difficult was…

●

●

most proud of is...
...
●

Creativity

How did you use imagination on
this task?

●

What would happen if you did not

I used feedback from a classmate

use feedback that classmates gave

to make changes in my task. This

you?

helped me improve by...

●

What changes would you make on
this task in the future if you could
do it again?

Collaboration
●

●
●

I can complete my job for the
group with no more than one
reminder
I respectfully share ideas and I
respectfully listen to others
I can understand my role in the
group

Collaboration
●
●

The biggest way that I helped out

●

Describe a time during this task

with this task was...

that you showed respect when

I was respectful when I was

working working with your group.

working with my group. One way
●

Collaboration

●

Predict what would have happened

that I was respectful was...

in your group task if you did not

My teammates knew that I was

help with the task.

listening when we shared ideas
because {what did they see or hear

●

How did you help others during
this task?

from you}...

Communication
●

I can express my ideas in a way
that can be understood by others

Communication
●

I expressed my ideas in a way that
was understood by my group. I was

Communication

●
●
●

I can listen and react appropriately
to what others share
I can present ideas to various
audiences
I can use purposeful examples to
express my ideas to my peers

able to do this by {describe how
●

How did you get your group to

you shared ideas}...

understand your ideas when you

When I disagreed with someone

were sharing?

else’s idea, this is how we fixed the
●

●

●

How did your group resolve

problem…

problems if someone didn’t agree

If we presented our task to

with an idea?

someone younger than us, then we
would have had to...

●

How would you change your
presentation for a different
audience? Pick an audience and
describe.

